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 Boundaries and the Victorian Body:

 Aesthetic Fashion in Gilded Age America

 MARY W. BLANCHARD

 THE CONVENTIONAL WISDOM ON AESTHETIC MODERNISM draws a distinction

 between high art, associated with the detached gaze of the male painter in the

 public sphere (in particular, the street), and the decorative arts, associated with

 the affectively charged, feminine sphere of the home. Griselda Pollock, Janet

 Wolff, and other feminist writers point to the origins of late nineteenth-century

 modernism as the experience of men in public-with women divorced from high

 art and, in the words of one French critic, "retained for the interior." For the male

 artist/subject, the Victorian female body functioned as a model/object for the

 discerning and omnipotent male gaze. In popular iconology, too, historians find

 that the template of the ideal Victorian body followed a gendered separation: the

 male body (virile, soldierly, patrician, public) complemented the female form,

 one bounded by tight corseting and domestic confinement.'

 A study of aesthetic fashion in America in the 1870s and 1880s challenges these

 boundaries. Women who wore aesthetic dress circulated, like the fldneur, in the
 urban (and rural) marketplace, creating and wearing garments perceived by them

 (and by taste makers) as the "high" art of the male painter.2 In a like inversion,

 some men with aesthetic taste created their own sense of artistic identity and

 agency, not always in the public sphere but through the decorative arts, through

 interior feminine space, and through a mirroring of feminine fashion: the male as

 objet d'art, the model/object of the feminine mode, was a desired profile for some

 men experimenting with aesthetic fashion. Never a dominant group, aesthetic

 individuals were nonetheless a visible and important subculture of the Gilded Age

 (akin to the historically acknowledged subcultures of commerce and politics). It

 was the unusual conjunction of an artistic interlude in the 1870s and 1880s

 between two periods of militarization, the Civil War and the rise of imperialism in

 the 1890s, that allowed the legitimacy and scope for the theatricality in personal

 presentation that extended the aesthetic range of both men and women.

 I am grateful to T. J. Jackson Lears, John R. Gillis, James Livingston, Katherine C. Grier, Martha A.
 Verbrugge, Shelly Foote, Pamela S. Haag, and the editors and readers of the AHR for their helpful
 comments on this article and on earlier versions of this material.

 ' Jules Simon, quoted in Griselda Pollock, Vision and Difference: Femininity, Feminism and Histories of
 Art (New York, 1988), 67-68; see also Janet Wolff, The Social Production of Art (New York, 1981); and
 Linda Nochlin, Women, Art, and Power: And Other Essays (New York, 1988).

 2 Pollock, Vision and Difference, 67.

 21
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 22 Mary W. Blanchard

 THE TWO DECADES OF THE AESTHETIC MOVEMENT witnessed the emergence of

 shifting gender boundaries. Most historians of women's history have catalogued

 these shifts for women as the widening of the domestic sphere to include moral

 and social reform projects, the women's exercise movement, entrance into higher

 education, and a tentative excursion into the professions. Studies of more radical

 feminist, temperance, and suffrage leaders also encase women's reform ideology

 within the rubric of a moral domesticity widened to encompass the public sphere.3

 Little noticed, but crucial, was a shift in attitudes toward women's fashion in the

 1870s and 1880s, a countercultural shift taking place under the aegis of the
 Aesthetic Movement. At this time, some women used their bodies and their dress

 as public art forms not only to defy the moral implications of domesticity but to

 assume cultural agency in their society at large. By creating hei -elf as both

 performing public self and individual work of art, the aesthetic woman changed

 traditional concepts of the female as artistic object to the female as artistic subject.

 Aestheticism has generally been seen as a "sensibility," as a frame of mind
 dating back to the eighteenth-century "man of feeling" (if not to earlier

 antecedents).4 Yet fashion aestheticism also had structural roots and an institu-

 tional base. In the nineteenth century, aestheticism was manifest as a reform

 movement for both art and society. It originated in England in the 1850s and

 1860s as a reaction to Victorian urbanization and industrialization. Influenced by

 the philosophies ofJohn Ruskin and William Morris, and then by the Henry Cole

 circle involved with the English exhibition tradition at the South Kensington

 museums (more specifically, by the exhibits of British handicrafts at the 1876
 Centennial Exposition), this impetus for reform was labeled the Aesthetic

 Movement and heralded by critics in the United States as a new American art

 "craze. "5

 On the popular level, aestheticism took the form of a resurgence of interest in

 the decorative arts in the middle-class home. Documented by amateur photogra-

 phers who presented views of "artistic" parlors and dominated by the mantra

 "artistic," which saturated the literature on middle-class decorating, this resur-
 gence suggests that aestheticism in its popularized form became a general

 tendency.6 The umbrella philosophy of Aestheticism maintained that the goals of

 3Canonical texts on domesticity include Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhood," in her
 Dimity Convictions: The American Woman in the Nineteenth Century (Athens, Ohio, 1976), orig. pub. in
 American Quarterly, 18 (Summer 1966); Kathryn Kish Sklar, Catharine Beecher: A Study in American
 Domesticity (New Haven, Conn., 1973); Nancy F. Cott, The Bonds of Womanhood: "Woman's Sphere" in New
 England, 1780-1835 (New Haven, 1977); and Mary P. Ryan, The Cradle of the Middle Class: The Family
 in Oneida County, New York, 1790-1865 (New York, 1981). On abolitionists, temperance, and suffrage
 leaders (with a moral interpretation), see, for example, Estelle Freedman, "Separatism as Strategy:
 Female Institution Building and American Feminism, 1870-1930," Feminist Studies, 5 (Fall 1979):
 512-29. Ryan, Cradle of the Middle Class, 105-36, relates temperance to moral aspects of self-control.

 4 T. J. Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advertising in America (New York,
 1994), 47-48, 422 n. 14.

 5On Ruskin and Morris, see John D. Rosenberg, The Darkening Glass: A Portrait of Ruskin's Genius
 (New York, 1961); E. P. Thompson, William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionary (1955; Stanford, Calif.,
 1976); Peter Stansky, Redesigning the World: William Morris, the 1880s, and the Arts and Crafts (Princeton,
 NJ., 1985). On the difference between Ruskin's and Cole's conception of industrial arts, see E. H.
 Gombrich, The Sense of Order: A Study in the Psychology of Decorative Art (Ithaca, N.Y., 1979, 1984), 33-63.

 6 See amateur photographs of domestic interiors in the Iconographic Collections, State Historical
 Society of Wisconsin, Madison, and at the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities,
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 Boundaries and the Victorian Body 23

 life were "truth" and "beauty," which should permeate every aspect of daily living,

 a reversal of earlier Romantic notions of art as a separate, transcendent aesthetic

 sphere indicative of the influence of the new "art for art's sake" philosophy of

 Walter Pater and James McNeill Whistler. Art education for women, communal

 workshops and studios, the artistic salons of women such as Helena de Kay, and

 commercial artistic ventures spearheaded by women exemplify the importance of

 the Aesthetic Movement for American women, both domestically and profession-

 ally. Consistent with this enthusiasm for the decorative arts and for personal

 creativity was a conscious effort by some Victorian American women to create

 "aesthetic" dress as an individual work of art, analogous to painting a picture.7

 Aesthetic dress was different from movements for dress reform that had begun

 at mid-century, for dress reform advocates had stressed health and fitness, and its

 outspoken supporters, women such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton, the Grimke sisters,

 and free-love advocate Mary Gove Nichols, were often allied with radical social

 movements or political reform. Writers on artistic dress, in contrast, used the

 analogy of costume to "high" art, suggesting personal creation and non-didactic

 intentions. To these taste makers, aesthetic costume was not an anti-fashion

 statement, as was dress reform at mid-century, but was perceived as an individual

 expression of art and beauty. Fashion, for instance, was seen as "being . .. as direct

 an outcome of the love of beauty as schools of sculpture and painting." Costume

 was the "legitimate province of the artist," noted aesthetic critics. "To dress well

 is to make a picture of one's self . .. to express beauty in every line of the dress,

 in the selection of color, and in every detail. . . as if the soul of the individual was

 revealed."8 The idea of the female form as a medium for "beauty" and the dictum

 that dress should reveal the inner soul of the wearer and "create" identity were

 present in the world of conventional fashions as early as the 1830s. But the

 elevation of dress to "high" art and the perception of both producer and wearer

 as "artists" in this more formal sense were unique to the Aesthetic Movement and

 Boston. See photographs also in Cynthia A. Brandimarte, Inside Texas: Culture, Identity, and Houses,
 1878-1920 (Fort Worth, Tex., 1991), 35, 71, 105, 154, 158, 291, 341-42. For an example of one
 interior that ignores the aesthetic vogue, see Ellen M. Rosenthal, "The Interior View: Photographs of

 Wyck, 1871-1906" (M.A. thesis, University of Delaware, 1979).
 7 In 1877, Commissioner of Education John Eaton wrote that "interest in all matters pertaining to

 art is more generally diffused throughout the community than at any former period of the history of
 the United States." Quoted in Priscilla Hiss and Roberta Fansler, Research in Fine Arts in the Colleges and

 Universities of the United States (New York, 1934), 25. Sarah W. Whitman, "The Pursuit of Art in
 America," International Review, 12 (1882): 10-17. On Pater and Whistler, see William Gaunt, The
 Aesthetic Adventure (Oxford, 1945). On the Aesthetic Movement in America, see Doreen Bolger Burke,
 et al., eds., In Pursuit of Beauty: Americans and the Aesthetic Movement (New York, 1986); and Roger B.
 Stein, John Ruskin and Aesthetic Thought in America, 1840-1900 (Cambridge, Mass., 1967).

 8 Catharine Tinker, "Some Thoughts on Hygienic and Aesthetic Dress," Emerson College Magazine,
 5 (December 1896): 50; Mrs. H. R. [Mary Eliza Joy] Haweis, The Art of Dress (London, 1879), 13-14,
 97-127; Mrs. Haweis, "The Aesthetics of Dress," ArtJournal, 6 (1880): 130. See also Valerie Steele,
 "Clothing and Sexuality," in Claudia Brush Kidwell and Valerie Steele, eds., Men and Women: Dressing

 the Part (Washington, D.C., 1989), 58.
 The Theory of the Shifting Erogenous Zone (the shifting preoccupation with specific female body

 parts-bosom, buttocks, legs, etc.-in fashion) may be a successful paradigm to describe the
 obsession with the female uncorseted waist during the Aesthetic decades, especially for its overt (or
 covert) sexual dimensions. SeeJ. C. Flugel, The Psychology of Clothes (London, 1930); andJames Laver,
 Costume and Fashion: A Concise History (London, 1982).
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 24 Mary W. Blanchard

 conveyed a sense of personal creation and personal agency that enabled women

 to enlarge the legacy of earlier iconoclasts such as the critic Margaret Fuller and

 to utilize the sanctioned cultural ideals of liberal individualism.9

 The perception of the female as an artist/iconoclast experimenting with

 cultural boundaries was part of the formation of gender identity, which historians

 have recently argued is a socially constructed process, not a biological description.

 Masculinity, for instance, is seen by Michael Kimmel as a "birthing" process based

 on repetitive rituals and male bonding, processed in the burgeoning men's

 associations and in secret fraternal societies. Females had a less visible tradition of

 public ritual and gender bonding, Kimmel believes, and, indeed, women have

 been denied the widespread latitude for experimentation historians find in the

 male sphere. As Lewis Perry has argued, however, as early as the antebellum years,

 the Victorian American self (both male and female) was not a bounded entity but

 a persona of changing roles and multiple voices. In the 1870s and 1880s, aesthetic

 fashion added an important new dimension to the construction of female gender

 identity through self-expression and social drama.'0

 Self-expression and social drama were part of both the emergence of artistic

 costume and the transformation of the Victorian parlor into a theatrical environ-

 ment. Aesthetic dress was compiled from a variety of sources and was not a careful

 replica of a past model with historically correct data." Likewise, the aesthetic

 room might include a Turkish rug, a Japanese vase, a Gothic chair, and a

 reproduction of a Greek statue. Contemporaries were aware of the eclectic and

 symbiotic nature of dress and decor. "We ourselves, in our nineteenth century

 costumes, will be anachronisms" in the artistic parlor, noted one male architect;

 while a journalist, commenting on "The Aesthetic Craze," asked, "Why should we

 get angry with languishing ladies ... who sit in the rosy twilight of a deftly

 darkened room, clad in a tinted costume of duly adjusted hue? ... They are

 assisting the artist who colored and gilded the walls and hung the draperies and

 composed the assemble of the drawing-room." Just as the aesthetic lady became

 part of her artistic environment, so, too, her eclectic costume was seen as part of

 a unity of Art. One aesthetic critic cautioned, "Any part of dress, like any part of

 architecture, which has no raison d'e^tre and does not belong to the rest ... is

 ungraceful." The fragmented aesthetic interior could be unified by the concept of

 an artistic ideal, and the aesthetic dress could also be a unified work of art, likened

 to the totality of architectural design.12

 As appearance became an art form like architecture, clothing became part of

 the new public theatricality of the rising consumer culture of the 1870s and 1880s.

 9 On "art dress" as akin to the "higher branches" of art, see Haweis, "Aesthetics of Dress," 270.
 10 Michael S. Kimmel, ed., Changing Men: New Directions in Research on Men and Masculinity (Beverly

 Hills, Calif., 1987); Kimmel, "Men's Responses to Feminism at the Turn of the Century," Gender and

 Society, 1 (September 1989): 261-83; Lewis Perry, Boats against the Current: American Culture between
 Revolution and Modernity, 1820-1860 (New York, 1993).

 11 Both "Russian folds" and "a small Elizabethan collar" graced one "aesthetic tea gown of golden
 brown cloth." "On Dress," Hill's Milliners' Gazette (December 1889-January 1890): 29; "Review of
 Fashions," Demorest's Monthly Magazine (February 1878): 101.

 12 Arnold W. Brunner and Thomas Tryon, Interior Decoration (New York, 1887), 33; "The Aesthetic
 Craze," Buffalo Courier (February 13, 1882): 1. On parallels between decoration and costume, see
 H. Hudson Holly, Modern Dwellings in Town and Country (New York, 1878), 160, 181.
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 Boundaries and the Victorian Body 25

 Kathy Peiss has described a new public culture of leisure and entertainment for

 middle and lower-class women. Hotels, department stores, and amusement parks

 became legitimate arenas for women's personal performance.'3 Mid-century

 mores had confined theatricality and personal performance to the parlor. Its

 tableaux vivants were set rituals with set costumes, dramatic charades, and group

 performance, carried on only in the domestic sphere. The aesthetic woman

 by-passed these mid-century conventions and created herself as a public theatrical

 (and artistic) subject.'4

 Writers on aesthetic taste were aware of this shift. "How ordinarily do we hear

 the exclamation," one journal noted, "'There is an artistic costume!' as some

 incongruously dressed creature sails into a drawing-room profoundly conscious of

 her puffed or slashed sleeves, her long pockets, and standing collar." Like an

 actress, the wearer of the "artistic" gown sensed herself to be the subject of "some

 remark if not much admiration." Such observations provided a scenario of

 performance, theater, and personal triumph for the aesthetic woman, for,

 admitted the journal, aesthetic dress "bear[s] . . . the signs of having been made

 by an individual."' 5 This acknowledged sense of an individual art form suggests

 that the adoption of aesthetic styles was a countercultural move, a significant

 break from the conventional French fashion commonly associated with Victorian

 culture (and a counter to historians who stress the conformity and anonymity

 associated with nineteenth-century women's dress).16

 AN EXAMINATION OF THE ARTIFACT ITSELF will reveal this sense of individual art

 embodied in its format. Aesthetic dress veered dangerously near a public display

 of intimate wear. The aesthetic dress was derived from the wrapper, an earlier

 form of garment that was usually worn indoors, also known as the dressing gown

 or peignoir. The wrapper was a one-piece dress, adjustable and loose down the

 front, with many variations. By the 1880s, the tea gown emerged as the most

 closely fitted form of the wrapper. Generally worn in the afternoon, the tea gown

 was made of formal, elaborate materials and skimmed the uncorseted body. The

 "Marquise" style of tea gown was featured in Demorest's, a fashion magazine. The

 Mother Hubbard dress was another popular loose garment ("a round-yoke

 13 Kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working Women and Leisure in Turn-of-the-Century New York
 (Philadelphia, 1986).

 14 Karen Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women: A Study of Middle-Class Culture in America,
 1830-1870 (New Haven, Conn., 1982), 174-90. On the role-playing rituals of middle-class life, see
 John R. Gillis, paper presented at Gender Studies Group, Rutgers University, April 12, 1989.

 5 "Artistic Dress," Demorest's Monthly Magazine (June 1882): 517; "Artistic Methods in Dress,"
 Harper's Bazar (September 15, 1883): 581.

 16 On anonymity in dress, see Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man (New York, 1977), 163-68;
 John F. Kasson, Rudeness and Civility: Manners in Nineteenth-Century Urban America (New York, 1990),
 130. Bonnie G. Smith equated nineteenth-century fashion with a bourgeois conformity that stressed

 fecundity and reproduction; see Smith, Ladies of the Leisure Class: The Bourgeoises of Northern France in
 the Nineteenth Century (Princeton, N.J., 1981); also see Lawrence B. Rosenfeld and Timothy G. Plax,
 "Clothing as Communication," Journal of Communication, 27 (Spring 1977): 24-31; Katherine C.
 Grier, Culture and Comfort: People, Parlors, and Upholstery, 1850-1930 (Amherst, Mass., 1988), 59-81.
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 26 Mary W. Blanchard

 wrapper"), with a yoke of gathered material that fell to the floor. Because of their

 lack of corsets, wrappers and tea gowns suggested intimacy and indeed were

 designated for the rituals of the private domestic world. Traditionally, such loose,

 one-piece costumes had been associated with the female worlds of sickness,

 maternity, or old age. By the 1880s, these forms had evolved into fashion

 statements but only within the confines of the Victorian parlor. In contrast, the

 public styles of the 1870s and 1880s were two or three-piece garments consisting

 of a tight, boned bodice with skirt and overskirt. Sometimes, the bodice was cut in

 one piece with the overskirt, but, in all cases, the bodice fit very tightly over the

 corset. These public dresses (often ornamented) demanded tight corseting to

 accentuate the small waistline prescribed by current fashion. Tight sleeves from

 shoulder to cuff and a conventional bustle completed the public style (see

 Figure 1).17

 The aesthetic dress was an offshoot of the uncorseted wrapper, often with a

 puffed shoulder and loose sleeve that made use of elaborate fabrics in aesthetic

 colors (sage and Venetian green, brick red, blue-green, yellow, and dove gray).

 Medieval and Renaissance motifs such as a cuff, long train, or high collar marked

 each garment as individual, a melange of historical detail (Figure 2). The

 aesthetic dress was not in any specific category, nor were there patterns available

 in the fashion press for women to purchase for home sewing. Most dresses at this

 time were home sewn by housewives or seamstresses from mail-order patterns, for

 it was not until 1900 that most articles of women's clothing were on the market

 ready-to-wear. 18

 The singular characteristic of aesthetic dress was that it was worn in public, in

 essence bringing an intimate garment into public view under the auspices of

 artistic innovation.19 Victorian Americans had only begun to experiment with

 (and to market) underwear as erotically expressive. In 1890, luxurious lingerie

 would become fashionable, but these garments would still be worn in private.20

 17 I am indebted to Nancy Rexford, costume historian, for information on the wrapper and tea
 gown and the description of the Mother Hubbard. I am also indebted to Claudia B. Kidwell, Suzanne
 Dougan, Joan Severa, and Patricia A. Cunningham for their help with interpreting aesthetic dress.
 For the Marquis tea gown, see "Mme Demorest's Semi-Annual What to Wear and How to Make It, For

 the Autumn and Winter," (1879-80): 60, 118. Earlier in the century, in the 1850s, wrappers were
 elaborate gowns that were almost public costume. Wrappers were always designated as "morning"
 dresses to be worn before dinner. Dinner, however, could be served as late as 3 p.m. (meal time
 fluctuated during the century). Since a woman always "dressed for dinner," she would discard the
 elaborate morning wrapper at the appropriate time. On Japanese "Yum-Yum" robes as tea gowns, see
 Domestic Monthly, 32 (February 1890): 428. For one example of the wrapper as morning dress, see
 "Water-Lily Morning-Gown," Harper's Bazar (August 11, 1883): 500.

 18 Laver, Costume and Fashion, 177-211; Valerie Steele, Fashion and Eroticism: Ideals of Feminine Beauty
 from the Victorian Era to the Jazz Age (New York, 1985), 64-67; Caroline Goldthorpe, From Queen to
 Empress: Victorian Dress, 1837-1877; An Exhibition (New York, 1988); "Misses' Toilettes," Domestic
 Monthly (July 1885): 231. On aesthetic color, see Judith Ann Fuller, "Artistic Reform Dress from
 Wisconsin Collections: 1880-1890" (M.S. thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1977), 66.

 19 Nancy Rexford defines aesthetic dress as "essentially a wrapper made of elaborate fabrics
 (medieval quality) in aesthetic color and worn in public." Interview with Nancy Rexford, June 26,
 1990. On the rules and regimentation of conventional public garments, see John H. Young, Our
 Deportment (Detroit, Mich., 1879), 318-33, 338-43.

 20 On lingerie, see Steele, "Clothing and Sexuality," 51-52; Claudia B. Kidwell and Margaret C.
 Christman, Suiting Everyone: The Democratization of Clothing in America (Washington, D.C., 1974),
 135-64.
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 Thus in the 1870s and 1880s, the spectacle of a flowing intimate robe worn on the

 streets was shocking and to wear aesthetic dress in public was a way for women to

 break the boundaries of conventional propriety by recasting the body as a visible

 (and perhaps immoral) aesthetic icon.

 This unconventional aesthetic dress was contested by Victorian moralists and

 demeaned by a new breed of aggressive journalists and entrepreneurs. Artistic

 dress was often lampooned, for instance, in the advertising trade cards that

 circulated in the 1870s and 1880s (Figure 3). Popular condemnation extended to

 legal action. In Denver during Oscar Wilde's 1882 lecture tour on artistic
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 decoration, two of the "scarlet ladies" of the town, attired in aesthetic dress, were

 arrested but, with no relevant statute available, later released. The chief of police

 nevertheless ordered his men to arrest any women "who were attired in a dress

 that would attract unusual attention or cause a meretricious display." Denver
 papers reported outrage among readers at the arrests. Mrs. Churchill, editor of

 the Colorado Antelope, saw "Another Blow at the Liberties of Women," and, it was

 reported, "one prominent woman" protested by appearing at the Stout Street
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 FIGURE 4: "Dorothea and Dorinda, the Decorative Sisters," photograph of Mary Brigham and Marion
 Matson, Milwaukee, June 22, 1883, taken at a photographer's public studio. Courtesy ofjoan Severa and the
 Iconographic Collections, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison, #SHSW-1957.253.

 Cathedral in an aesthetic outfit that included "three sunflowers in her hat."921

 The subsequent arrests of middle-class women in aesthetic dress suggested that

 legal retribution was aimed not only at marginal groups. In many cities, when
 respectable women went out in public wearing uncorseted garments-as one

 newspaper noted, "donning a loose gown to visit their neighbor, go to the grocery

 store or run to the pump"-they were systematically arrested like prostitutes

 (Figure 4). In 1884, Louisville police were ordered to "suppress" aesthetic

 21 Lloyd Lewis and Henry Justin Smith, Oscar Wilde Discovers America, 1882 (New York, 1936),
 285-87.
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 Boundaries and the Victorian Body 31

 costumes in public. The precedent was the earlier arrest of Lizzie Brait, who had

 been fined $5 in City Court for appearing "on the street, as the evidence showed,
 in a pink Mother Hubbard." The fear of contagion from the "courtesan class"

 appeared to be the underlying motive for the order. "Among no class is the

 Mother Hubbard more extensively worn," noted the Louisville Commercial. In

 defiance, prostitutes announced their intention to found their own defense

 league to appeal any fines.22

 DESPITE THE ASSOCIATION OF THE UNCORSETED DRESS with the street prostitute or

 the burlesque star (Figure 5), it was taken up by some middle-class American

 women. In many cases, women were making a personal political statement, for

 artistic dress was more than a symbolic rejection of domestic confinement.

 Women who wore aesthetic dress were often iconoclasts within the female world.

 Elizabeth Crocker Lawrence (Clarke) (1862-1951) was one active and spirited

 woman of the 1880s who had her portrait painted wearing an aesthetic dress

 (Figure 6). She was a student at Smith College, where she won its first tennis

 tournament, held in 1882. After graduating from Smith in 1883, she studied at

 Radcliffe (1883-1884) and at the Boston Society of Natural History (1887); she
 received an M.A. from Smith in 1889 and a Ph.D. from the Boston Normal School

 of Gymnastics in 1891. In addition to teaching at Williams College, she was, for

 eleven years, secretary-treasurer of the Association of Collegiate Alumnae (fore-

 runner of the American Association of University Women) and, for twenty-one

 years, treasurer of the Association to Aid Scientific Research by Women (1900-
 1921) .23

 In her diaries and letters, Lawrence reveals a subtle and complex personality, a

 woman who questioned the tenets of her time. She spoke of the frivolity of her

 society and trumpeted her individuality. "Cards ... fill the void of an unfurnished

 brain." "We pass for what we are, and we prosper or fail by what we are." "If you

 lift me, you must be on higher ground." "[W]hat is Originality? It's being one's

 self, and reporting accurately what we see and are." Other entries suggest a belief

 in the power of women, for Lawrence pointedly asked, "What is civilization? I

 answer, the power of good women." Yet none of the emotive concerns with self

 mask her underlying ideology, the push against boundaries: "The way of life is

 wonderful," Lawrence wrote, "It is by abandonment."24

 22 "An Outlawed Garment," Monroe [Louisiana] Bulletin (April 30, 1884): iv. The article, reprinted
 from the Louisville Commercial, noted the disapproval of Mother Hubbard gowns by "mothers who
 remember when they were proud to put on a Linsey gown Sunday morning, and walk to church in
 a pair of brogan shoes." But it was also noted that "at a ball at the Capital Hotel [New York] given
 during the last winter there were sixty ladies present, all of whom wore Mother Hubbards." See
 Gerilyn G. Tandberg, "Toward Freedom in Dress for Nineteenth Century Women," Dress: The Annual
 Journal of the Costume Society of America, 11 (1985): 11-30.

 23 "In Memoriam," Smith Alumnae Quarterly (August 1951): 226; on gymnastics and the Boston
 Normal School of Gymnastics, see Martha H. Verbrugge, Able-Bodied Womanhood: Personal Health and
 Social Change in Nineteenth-Century Boston (New York, 1988), 139-91. My special thanks to Pamela
 Toma, executive director, Lynne Bassett, curator of collections, and Terrie Korpita, administrative
 assistant, of the Northampton Historical Society for their help in analyzing the Lawrence costume.

 24 Elizabeth Lawrence, 1892 "Kalendar," "February 12, Ph.D. at-her-writing-desk"; March 2,
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 .~~~~~~A k

 FIGURE 5: Loose, aesthetic drapery as an erotic format for a burlesque star, "The Police Gazette's Gallery
 of Footlight Favorites, Arline Stanley, Burlesque and Variety Actress, National Police Gazette (June 18, 1881):
 13.

 Another woman who wore the uncorseted aesthetic dress was one of the first

 women to enter the Cincinnati Art Academy, a gesture of independence in the

 1880s (Figure 7). Eliza Jane Randle (Becker) (1859-1918) was the youngest

 daughter of a sign painter from England (her mother was from Ireland). Her

 father became a successful painting contractor in Cincinnati, and Eliza Randle

 studied wood carving both with Benn Pitman (in 1873, the founder of the

 Wednesday; February 20, Saturday; March 7, Monday; October 5, Monday; Elizabeth Crocker
 Lawrence file, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts.
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 FIGRE : Prtritof lizbet Cockr Lwrece Clak yCetrHy 89SihClee

 Northampton, Massachusetts Photograph by the author There is evidence that the dress was produced at~~~~~~~. . ......

 an earlier date.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-0

 wood-carving department at the University of Cincinnati School of Design) and at

 the Art Academy, winning many awards for her work. Arthritis in her hands forced

 her to end her artistic career, and she married in 1889 at the age of thirty. She was

 a nonconformist, choosing art before marriage, a "free spirit" in her day, notes

 one present-day relative.25

 25 Otto Thieme pointed out Randle's aesthetic dress-tea gown in the Cincinnati Art Museum
 costume collection (#1988.138). Telephone interview with Ann Becker Reid (Mrs. Horace Reid, Jr.),
 July 13, 1992.
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 FIGURE 7: ElizaJane Randle (Becker)'s aesthetic dress, 1880-1885, red wool and dark silk velvet. Cincinnati
 Art Museum, #1988.138, gift of Mrs. Horace Reid, Jr.

 There are many parallels in Lawrence's and Randle's lives with the life of a more

 famous nonconformist of the time, Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1860-1935), the

 radical feminist. According to her autobiography, Gilman refused to wear a

 corseted dress: "Needless to say I never wore corsets," she wrote. Gilman, like

 Lawrence, combined her interests in gymnastics and sport with an interest in art.

 Gilman attended the Rhode Island School of Design, married an artist, Charles

 Walter Stetson, and made a living tutoring girls in drawing, painting, and

 gymnastics. At the time Lawrence was attending Smith, Gilman remarked (1880),

 "Strong minded girls were going to college under criticism and ridicule." Now
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 Boundaries and the Victorian Body 35

 considered a prominent American fiction writer-her story "The Yellow Wall-

 paper" is frequently anthologized-Gilman was best known in her own time for

 her lectures, her attempts to promote cooperative housekeeping, and her social

 radicalist writings (Women and Economics, 1898) .26

 Aesthetic dress appeared in both rural areas and cosmopolitan centers across

 the United States. From the evidence available, it was not confined to the artistic

 circles of urban society but permeated every class in America. Judith Ann Fuller,

 who has researched aesthetic dress from Wisconsin collections, discovered that

 women in upstate rural villages were making and wearing artistic dresses in the

 1880s. One example survives from 1882, an unboned, one-piece dress of wool,

 velvet, and cotton with a medieval belt in front, worn by Annie Crank Richards

 (Figure 8), whose father, H. P. Richards, had settled in the rural town of Oregon,

 Wisconsin, in the 1870s and built a small homestead. Annie was in her teens at the

 time of the move and presumably wore her aesthetic dress in her early twenties.

 If Annie Richards' dress represents a frontier example, an aesthetic dress owned

 by Helen Hohlfeld of Madison, Wisconsin, shows that artistic dress was part of a

 professional, cosmopolitan milieu as well. Mrs. Hohlfeld was married to a

 distinguished young German scholar who taught at the University of Wisconsin

 and traveled frequently with his wife to Europe during the 1880s. Similarly

 sophisticated aesthetic dresses are found in costume collections in New York City

 and San Francisco, in Cincinnati and Cleveland.27

 THE PREVALENCE OF AESTHETIC DRESS suggests wide support for exploring

 women's cultural options,28 and some household artjournals at this time began to

 26 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, The Living of Charlotte Perkins Gilman: An Autobiography (1935; rpt. edn.,
 Madison, Wis., 1990), 65, 61; see also Mary A. Hill, Charlotte Perkins Gilman: The Making of a Radical
 Feminist, 1860-1896 (Philadelphia, 1980). On Gilman and cooperative housekeeping, see Dolores

 Hayden, The Grand Domestic Revolution: A History of Feminist Designs for American Homes, Neighborhoods,
 and Cities (Cambridge, Mass., 1981). Gilman's autobiographical story, "The Yellow Wallpaper,"
 published in 1892, was included in William Dean Howells's anthology of Great Modern American Stories
 (1920). As a cure for postpartum "nervous trouble," the female protagonist is confined to her room
 and ordered to do nothing.

 27 Fuller, "Artistic Reform Dress," 61-62, 90-92. On conventional rural costume, see Jane A.
 Farrell, "Clothing for Adults in Iowa, 1850-1899," Annals of Iowa, 46 (1981): 100-20. Aesthetic
 dresses: Costume Institute, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, #1985.155, #1986.115.2,
 #1986.115.5 (my thanks to Kimberly S. Fink); the M. H. de Young Memorial Museum in San Francisco
 houses two aesthetic dresses, #59.48.12 and #59.48.13; for Cincinnati, see n. 25; Western Reserve
 Historical Society, Cleveland, #40.491 (my thanks to Bern 1905, who is Registrarial Costume Assistant
 there).

 In England, as well, there is evidence that aesthetic dress was a cross-class phenomenon. In 1881,
 the painter William P. Frith catalogued "ladies [who] delighted to display themselves at public
 gatherings in what are called aesthetic dresses" in his painting "Private View" at the Royal Academy.
 In an interesting analysis of this work, Stella Mary Newton remarks, "Frith's fascinating documentary
 painting makes it clear that there was no social division between those who wore artistic dresses in the
 early 'eighties and those who did not. It also shows that in high society there was a good deal of it
 about." By the 1890s, Newton notes, "artistic dress emerged as a lingua franca among women of the
 middle and working classes who had read William Morris and who followed Robert Blatchford."
 Newton, Health, Art and Reason (London, 1975), 87-88, 156.

 28 It should be noted that men had already espoused the cause of uncorseted costume for women.
 Medical doctors had long joined women in criticism of conventional clothing, but for health reasons,
 not as a means to question women's proper role. Temperance advocate Dr. Dio Lewis, for example,
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 FIGURE 8: Annie Crank Richards' aesthetic dress, Iconographic Collections, #SHSW-1952.128, State
 Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison.

 assault Victorian ideals of female domesticity both editorially and in the illustrated

 -images they used of women in loose, draped costumes. The debate over aesthetic
 costume (and the insistence on the female as an individual artist/subject) soon

 pioneered dress reform and exercise after his wife got consumption. In 1866 in Lexington,

 Massachusetts, he founded a school for sickly girls; their uniform was an uncorseted gymnastic dress.
 Mariotte James Credle, "The Effect of Woman's Club Activity on the Dress Reform Movement in the
 Late Nineteenth Century" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 1984), 60;
 Anne Firor Scott, Natural Allies: Women's Associations in American History (Urbana, Ill., 1991), 93-94;
 Newton, Health, Art and Reason, 89-115.
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 Boundaries and the Victorian Body 37

 became a protest against the Cult of True Womanhood, as Barbara Welter has

 called it. In the Art Interchange, for instance, a defiant stance against marriage

 emerged in many editorial columns. In 1885, one writer noted, "Among the

 fictions with which society chooses to beguile itself is the one which assumes that

 wives, as a rule, are happy ... [M]any hundred[s] of women are miserably

 unhappy in domestic relations." The role of artist/iconoclast was seen as a

 solution. An article titled "The Reform against Nature and Propriety" proclaimed:

 "Ordinary motherhood ... [cannot] compare in sentiment with the lofty ambi-

 tion and conscientious devotion of the artist, whose pure children of the brain, in

 poetry, painting, music and science are ever beckoning her upward into an ideal

 world of beauty."29

 Reflecting this assault on Victorian domesticity, the illustrations of women's

 costumes in the Art Interchange catered to the aesthetic vogue of loose, uncorseted

 dress and to the symbolism of the female body as a theatrical art form. One

 illustration, a mother perched in a tree in an uncorseted dress, was reminiscent of

 Dante Gabriel Rossetti's painting "The Day Dream" (1880) .30 As early as the 1850s

 in England, the Pre-Raphaelites Rossetti, William Holman Hunt, andJohn Everett

 Millais had used the female form clothed in aesthetic drapery as a protest against

 English painting's lack of spirituality. By the 1870s, the use of drapery itself shifted

 from the conventional ideals of Greek and Christian art and became, like the

 aesthetic dress, part of the theatricality of the aesthetic interior.3l Portieres, heavy

 material that hung at an entranceway, were often drawn back to present a room

 as a stage setting; utilitarian doorways were sometimes covered by drapery that

 went on to encompass the entire room. Mantels and hanging pictures were draped

 with cloth in imitation of aesthetic, flowing garments in Pre-Raphaelite paintings

 of the 1870s (and in colors, exclaimed the taste maker Clarence Cook, "whose

 delightfulness we all recognized in the pictures of Alma Tadema, Morris,

 Burne-Jones and Rossetti") .32

 As both aesthetic dress and the aesthetic interior were reflecting Pre-Raphaelite

 paintings, a radical shift in fashion ideology occurred. Influenced by Wilde and

 Whistler, aesthetic women adopted an "art for art's sake" philosophy that defied

 conventional formats (and departed from the English reformers Ruskin and

 29 Art Interchange, 15 (August 27, 1885), front page; "The Reform against Nature and Propriety," Art
 Interchange, 7 (October 13, 1881): 74; Welter, "Cult of True Womanhood," Dimity Convictions, 21-41.

 30 "Sleep Baby Sleep," designed and drawn by Rosina Emmet, Art Interchange, 5 (December 22,
 1880): 133; Dante Gabriel Rossetti, "The Day Dream," modeled after Jane Morris, in Jan Marsh,
 Pre-Raphaelite Women: Images of Femininity (New York, 1988), 131.

 31 Anne Hollander, Seeing through Clothes (1978; rpt. edn., New York, 1988), 78, 326; Janet E.
 Ruutz-Rees, Home Decoration (New York, 1881), 57. On connections Morris noted between loose
 drapery in decor and dress in women, see Richard Tames, William Morris: An Illustrated Life of William
 Morris, 1834-1896 (Aylesbury, 1972), 20.

 32 Clarence Cook, The House Beautiful: Essays on Beds and Tables, Stools and Candlesticks (1878; rpt.
 edn., New York, 1980), 61; Julie F. Codell, "Expression over Beauty: Facial Expression, Body
 Language, and Circumstantiality in the Paintings of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood," Victorian
 Studies, 29 (Winter 1986): 255-90. The aesthetic image, a draped figure floating in space with blowing
 garments and hair, became a common idiom in American popular culture during the 1870s and
 1880s, used particularly as an advertising image on trade cards. Like parodies of aesthetic dress, the
 replication of the Pre-Raphaelite woman as an advertising gimmick muted any implication of protest.
 Thus we see the same revolutionary model used differently in different contexts. RobertJay, The Trade

 Card in Nineteenth-Century America (Columbia,\Mo., 1987).
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 Morris, who believed in "art for life's sake") 33 "Art has taken up a more decided

 position at the present moment in respect to the ordinary surroundings of our

 lives," one critic noted, adding that "there is now a class who dress after pictures."

 Moving beyond the static symbolic protest of earlier English artists, aesthetic

 women equated artistic fashion with agency. "Until individual opinion is admitted

 to be free," insisted one writer on aesthetic dress, "we can have no true original

 art ... in dress, nor anything else; for the secret of all true art is freedom, to think

 for ourselves, and to do as we like."34

 This unusual alliance of art, dress, and personal "freedom" was associated, in

 the popular mind, with the emergence of a distinctly American bohemia. French

 novels, the "bohemian" excursions to Paris by art students, and the awareness of

 bohemian groups in New York and Boston made an unconventional life both

 alluring and suspect. In the New York of the 1880s, a bohemian culture revolved

 aroundJames Gibbons Huneker, the critic, at Union Square. In Boston-home of

 an Emersonian tradition of expressiveness-Fred Holland Day, publisher and

 photographer, established the "Visionists."35 Mainstream journals such as Peter-

 son 's Magazine and Godey 's Lady 's Book and Magazine opposed the bohemian culture
 (siding against the journal Art Interchange) and used the uncorseted dress as a

 symbolic reference to bohemia, allying aestheticism with the art circles of Boston

 (which, in the late nineteenth century, stood in opposition to the commercialism

 of New York). The writer William Dean Howells, fresh from Harper's Magazine,
 chose this concern about uncorseted dress and a bohemian lifestyle for his novel

 The Coast of Bohemia (1893), which criticized artistic circles through the female

 protagonist, an artist/aesthete whose erotic relationship with another woman was

 as unnatural as were the aesthetic, uncorseted gowns she wore.36 Howells's novel

 reflected larger currents in late nineteenth-century America, for, not only were

 women assuming agency to move beyond accepted boundaries (perhaps into
 bohemian roles) but men were flirting with the boundaries of masculinity. To the

 aesthetic man, the lure of the artistic feminine sphere lay in the latitude it had

 33 Interview with Shelly Foote, Division of Costume, Smithsonian Institution, December 20, 1991.
 On women's fashion, see Valerie Steele, Paris Fashion: A Cultural History (New York, 1988); Lois W.
 Banner, American Beauty (New York, 1982), 233-48.

 34 Mrs. [Margaret] Oliphant, Dress (Philadelphia, 1919), 3; Haweis, Art of Dress, 22.
 35 Charles de Kay, The Bohemians: A Tragedy of Modern Life (New York, 1881); Jerrold Seigel,

 Bohemian Paris: Culture, Politics, and the Boundaries of Bourgeois Life, 1830-1930 (New York, 1986); Lois
 Marie Fink, American Art at the Nineteenth-Century Paris Salons (Cambridge, 1990); Albert Parry, Garrets
 and Pretenders: A History of Bohemianism in America (New York, 1960), 1-102; Richard Miller, Bohemia:
 The Protoculture Then and Now (Chicago, 1977), 1-112; Arnold T. Schwab, James Gibbons Huneker, Critic
 of the Seven Arts (Stanford, Calif., 1963), 1-117; Estelle Jussim, Slave to Beauty: The Eccentric Life and
 Controversial Career of F. Holland Day, Photographer, Publisher, Aesthete (Boston, 1981); Anne Cannon
 Palumbo, "Civilized Barbarians: The Notions of Decadence in the American Context," paper read at
 the American Studies Association conference, Toronto, November 3, 1989; Lewis A. Erenberg,
 Steppin' Out: New York Nightlife and the Transformation ofAmerican Culture, 1890-1930 (Westport, Conn.,
 1981).

 36 George Parsons Lathrop, "The Literary Movement in New York," Harper's New Monthly Magazine,
 73 (November 1886): 826-35; Thomas Bender, New York Intellect: A History of Intellectual Life in New
 York City, from 1750 to the Beginning of Our Own Time (Baltimore, Md., 1987), 216-17; Lydia Hoyt
 Farmer, "The Utterly Utter Boston Browns," Peterson's Magazine, 85 (April 1884): 326-28; Mary Hayes,
 "An Esthete's Heart," Peterson's Magazine, 81 (November 1882): 371-77; Kate Crombie, "Aunt Ruth

 on High Art and the Esthetics," Godey's Lady's Book and Magazine, 103 (1881): 347-50; William Dean
 Howells, The Coast of Bohemia (1899; rpt. edn., Temecula, Calif., 1992).
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 Boundaries and the Victorian Body 39

 created for new personal presentations and thus new forms of male agency. The

 idea of androgyny was fascinating, as was experimentation with the homoerotic

 and a move toward a self-consciously defined homosexuality, the daring new

 category of the "invert."

 THE POSSIBILITIES FOR MOVES TOWARD more self-conscious gender identity were

 affected by a variety of historical developments. In the United States, the end of

 the Civil War meant the reassessment of gender roles. Industrialization, the rise of

 a professional class, a pattern of economic depressions, and the growth of urban

 centers all caused realignments in gender stereotypes. Historians have noted the

 "feminization" of American culture during this period. In literature, the preva-

 lence of war widows and single women had Henry James's protagonist in The

 Bostonians, Basil Ransom (a man in juxtaposition to the strong activist Olive

 Chancellor), complaining that "the position of women is to make fools of men."

 Historian Tom Lutz has documented the prevalence of neurasthenia or "Ameri-

 can nervousness" in prominent men of the 1870s and 1880s, while T. J. Jackson
 Lears has profiled the "aesthetic" escape of many male antimodernists at this

 time.37 Virile soldierhood was relegated to the sidelines, for the regular army was

 marginalized to frontier posts after the Civil War, and the burgeoning movement

 toward militarization was only in embryonic form.38 The political visibility of

 women in the suffrage movement, in higher education, and in urban reform

 efforts attests to the re-making of both the masculine and feminine self.

 Consistent with this shift in gendered boundaries was a newly emergent male

 homoeroticism in the late nineteenth century. The Bohemian Club in San

 Francisco remarked in their 1880s annals on the "slender young Bohemians, clad

 in economical bathing suits." The visibility of the homosexual or the "invert" was

 contiguous with the Aesthetic Movement, as sexologists (led by Karl Ulrichs, a

 German, who had coined the congenital theory of homosexuality) used sexuality

 to define male identity.39 Feminine style, in both fashion and physical movement,

 was the nineteenth-century caricature of this "invert," and Oscar Wilde, the

 "Apostle of Aestheticism," became a celebrity in America during his 1882 lecture

 tour, due in part to his effeminate personia. Although traditional historiography
 has avoided the issue of homosexuality (preferring to view craft guilds, the Boy

 37 Ann Douglas, The Feminization of Amen can Culture (New York, 1977); HenryJames, The Bostonians,
 Charles A. Anderson, ed. (1886; rpt. edn., New York, 1986), 53; Tom Lutz, American Nervousness, 1903:
 An Anecdotal History (Ithaca, N.Y., 1991); T. J. Jackson Lears, No Place of Grace: Antimodernism and the
 Transformation of American Culture, 1880-1920 (New York, 1981), 241-61.

 38 On the marginalization of the regular army, see Allan R. Millett and Peter Maslowski, For the
 Common Defense: A Military History of the United States of America (New York, 1984), 233-66; Russell F.
 Weigley, History of the United States Army (New York, 1967), 265-92; Peter Karsten, "Militarization and
 Rationalization in the United States, 1870-1914," inJohn R. Gillis, ed., The Militarization of the Western
 World (New Brunswick, NJ., 1989), 30-47.

 39 On the Bohemian Club, see Marjorie Garber, Vested Interests: Cross-Dressing and Cultural Anxiety
 (New York, 1992), 66; Philip Weiss, "Inside Bohemian Grove," Spy (November 1989): 59-76; Kevin
 Starr, Americans and the California Dream, 1850-1915 (New York, 1973), 346-48; for the sexologists, see
 Jeffrey Weeks, Sex, Politics, and Society: The Regulation of Sexuality since 1800 (New York, 1981), 102;
 Jonathan Katz, Gay/Lesbian Almanac (New York, 1983), 146-47.
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 Scouts, and fraternal lodges as new male institutions in a rising industrial society),

 historians of gay historyJonathan Katz and George Chauncey have documented

 an active male homosexual subculture in the late nineteenth century.40 Descrip-

 tions of Wilde in the press and sociologists' reports of this homosexual subculture

 have a compelling similarity of rhetoric. "[Wilde's] face is so very womanish,"

 noted one newspaper, he is "half of man and half of woman," wrote another (see

 Figures 9-10). In the popular media, in fact, Wilde was seen as an acknowledged

 leader of these homosexual subgroups. Noted journalists in 1882, "the pallid and

 lank . . . Oscar Wilde . . . will find in the great metropolis (any fair day on Fifth

 Avenue) a school of gilded youths eager to embrace his peculiar tenets" (Brooklyn

 Daily Eagle). And the Washington Post connected with Wilde the "young men

 painting their faces . . . with unmistakable rouge upon their cheeks."'4'

 As aesthetic women abandoned the corseted dress for a loose-robed garment, so

 Wilde moved into marginal (and feminine) modes of fashion, creating himself,

 like the aesthetic woman who was part of the "assemble of the drawing-room," as

 an objet d'art in aesthetic space. (Wilde himself extolled aesthetic dress as

 "exquisite.") The merging of domestic and public theater was evident in aesthetic

 parlors created on stage for Wilde's lectures: "art decorations of the interior

 miniature house ... [with] elegant and genuine Turkish upholstery ... plush and

 raw silk curtains of . .. artistic beauty." Wilde, too, was in male aesthetic costume:

 "He wore a low-necked shirt with a turned-down collar and large white necktie, a

 black claw-hammer coat and white vest, knee-breeches, long black stockings, and

 low shoes with bows." Thus Wilde became an aesthetic object within a theater, one

 newspaper noting that he was "an ethereal piece of human bric a brac ... a

 walking work of art."42

 40 Mark C. Carnes, Secret Ritual and Manhood in Victorian America (New Haven, Conn., 1989); Carnes,
 "Middle-Class Men and the Solace of Fraternal Ritual," in Mark C. Carnes and Clyde Griffin, eds.,
 Meanings for Manhood: Constructions of Masculinity in Victorian America (Chicago, 1990), 37-67.
 Jonathan Katz, Gay American History: Lesbians and Gay Men in the U.S.A. (New York, 1976), 33-64,
 335-75, 501-22; Katz, Gay/Lesbian Almanac, 137-301; and George Chauncey, Jr., "Negotiating the
 Boundaries of Masculinity: Gay Identities and Culture in the Early Twentieth Century," paper
 presented December 9, 1989, at the conference "Constructing Masculinities," Rutgers Center for

 Historical Analysis; Chauncey, Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Makings of the Gay Male
 World, 1890-1940 (New York, 1994).

 41 Quotations from Newark Daily Advertiser (JanuaryAl, 1882): 1; Daily Tribune [Denver] (April 13,
 1882): 8; Brooklyn Eagle (January 3, 1882): 2; Washington Post (January 22, 1881): 2. See also the New
 York Times (January 24, 1881): 5; Boston Evening Transcript (February 4, 1882): 4; "Unmanly Manhood,
 A Just Rebuke of the Aesthetic Incurables," Dubuque Daily News (February 10, 1882): 4; Newport
 Mercury and Weekly News (July 22, 1882): 1; New York Times, December 12, 1882. Linda Dowling has
 postulated that the charge of male "effeminacy" is often endemic to "the martial collapse of the
 collectivity," analogous to the post-Civil War dislocations in American society in 1882. See Dowling,
 Hellenism and Homosexuality in Victorian Oxford (Ithaca, N.Y., 1994), 149.

 Homosexuals were known by various slang names in America; see Katz, Gay American History, 574;
 Jeffrey Weeks, "Inverts, Perverts, and Mary-Annes: Male Prostitution and the Regulation of Homo-

 sexuality in England in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries," in Martin Bauml Duberman,
 et al., eds., Hidden from History: Reclaiming the Gay and Lesbian Past (New York, 1989), 195-212.

 42 Oscar Wilde, "The House Beautiful," lecture reprinted in Kevin O'Brien, Oscar Wilde in Canada:
 An Apostle for the Arts (Toronto, 1982), 178. Audience reports from Salt Lake Tribune (March 5, 1882):
 6; Milwaukee Sentinel (March 5 and 6, 1882): 6 and 5; Archibald Forbes, LL.D., Souvenirs of Some
 Continents (London, 1885), 258; Boston Evening Transcript (January 14, 1882): 6; "Oscar Wilde's Talk,"
 The [Denver] Tribune (April 16, 1882): 12; Newark Daily News (January 10, 1882): 3; Brooklyn Daily Eagle
 (January 4, 1882): 2. On the perception of Wilde as "stage," not "reality," see The Independent
 (September 7, 1882): 25.
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 FIGURE 9: Oscar Wilde depicted with female form and sunflower suggesting women's hair. Cover for sheet
 music, "Oscar Wilde Galop," Sam De Vincent Collection, Box 642, "Drama/Stage, Early," National
 Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

 The sense of male identity as an objet d'art was not confined to Wilde, for the

 intrusive staged masquerades by college students at Wilde's lectures extended it to
 the audience:

 Certain young men of Harvard ... were to appear in 'aesthetic' costume and play all sorts

 of pranks ... Over half a hundred young men were there ... They filed down the aisle in

 pairs, arrayed in all the 'aesthetics' that ingenuity could devise ... They wore blond wigs
 and black wigs, wide-floating neckties of every hue and fashion ... beards and moustaches

 of startling dyes, knee breeches and black stockings ... and in every hand the ... lily or
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 FIGURE 10: Oscar Wilde in feminine pose. Trade card, Warshaw Collection of Business Americana, "Card"
 series, 60/1/235, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.

 the ... sunflower. As the gracious youths entered they assumed all sorts of poses and held
 aloft or looked languishingly down on the flower.43

 Such experimentation with identities and theatrical disguises may have been part
 of a parody of other cultural heroes in late nineteenth-century America. The
 popular dime novels offered heroes such as Deadwood Dick, who, often disguised,

 43 Boston Evening Transcript (February 1, 1882): 2. Descriptions of the Harvard masquerade also
 appeared in Harper's Bazar (February 18, 1882): 98; Boston Evening Transcript (January 30, 1882): 4;
 Boston Evening Transcript (February 2, 1882): 4; Buffalo Commercial Advertiser (February 2, 1882): 2.
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 trespassed into other social spheres. The myths of Paul Bunyan and Davy Crockett

 created heroes of exaggerated and artificial proportion. But the excursion into

 theater that was integral to aesthetic style was unique, for the integration of
 homosexual style ("the gracious youths") into the virile world of collegiate

 escapades sanctioned latent homosexual strains in public arenas, just as homo-

 sexuality as a theatrical form emerged as an allowed and respectable option in the
 1870s and 1880s.44

 The male experimentation with gender boundaries (and with the subject/
 object inversion) assumed a racial dimension as well. "[I] was surprised that
 painters and poets had paid so little attention ... to the negro as an object of art,"

 Wilde commented after his American tour. In projecting the masculine self as an
 objet d'art, Wilde had also crossed color lines and included African Americans as

 aesthetic objects within a new paradigm of sexual eroticism. Wilde remarked of

 the "young negroes" in the South, "I saw them everywhere, happy and carefree,

 basking in the sunshine or dancing in the shade, their half naked bodies gleaming
 like bronze and their lithe and active movements reminding one of the lizards that
 were seen flashing along the banks and trunks of the trees." These statements

 appeared in the New Orleans Daily Picayune, which suggests that Wilde, overriding
 the racism (and homophobia) of southern society, elevated both a primitive
 construction of African Americans and the triumph of the homoerotic male
 objet d'art.45

 Some homoeroticism was evident in other male artists of the time. Mark Twain,
 for one, had built an aesthetic house in Hartford and, in his novel A Connecticut

 Yankee in KingArthur's Court, conjured up a bevy of "handsome young pages": "an
 airy slim boy in shrimp-colored tights [who] ... nestled himself upon my
 shoulder," "a handsome young page clothed like a rainbow and as easy and
 undulatory as a wave," and "fifty-two fresh, bright, well-educated, class-minded

 44 Michael Denning, Mechanic Accents: Dime Novels and Working-Class Culture in Nineteenth-Century
 America (New York, 1987); Alan Trachtenberg, The Incorporation of America: Culture and Society in the
 Gilded Age (New York, 1982), 24; Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, "Davy Crockett as Trickster: Pornography,
 Liminality, and Symbolic Inversion in Victorian America," in her Disorderly Conduct: Visions of Gender
 in Victorian America (New York, 1985), 90-108, orig. pub. in Journal of Contemporary History, 17 (1982);
 Roger D. Abrahams, "Trickster, The Outrageous Hero," in Tristam Potter Coffin, Our Living
 Traditions: An Introduction to American Folklore (New York, 1968), 170-79. On Horatio Alger as a
 homosexual, see Michael Bronski, Culture Clash: The Making of Gay Sensibility (Boston, 1984), 71; Katz,
 Gay American History, 33-34. On novels with minor homosexual themes in the 1880s, see Katz, Gay
 American History, 657.

 45 Daily Picayune (June 25, 1882): 10. During Wilde's tour, there was an active subculture of
 homosexuals that included blacks. A Washington, D.C., physician found, in Lafayette Square, "Both
 white and black were represented among these moral hermaphrodites, but the majority of them were
 negroes." An underground interracial sexual subculture existed in St. Louis as well. "Male negroes
 masquerading in woman's garb and carousing and dancing with white men is the latest St. Louis
 record of neurotic and psychopathic sexual perversion," Katz, Gay American History, 42, 49; E. H.
 Mikhail, ed., Oscar Wilde: Interviews and Recollections, 2 vols. (New York, 1979), 89.

 On a related topic, see Sander L. Gilman, "Black Bodies, White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of
 Female Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-Century Art, Medicine, and Literature," in Critical Inquiry, 12
 (Autumn 1985): 204-41. On the "picturesque" southern blacks, see Nina Silber, The Romance of
 Reunion: Northerners and the South, 1865-1900 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1993), 80. New Orleans should not
 be considered "southern society" per se, for the city has a long history of miscegenation, and,
 alternatively, the erotic feminization of racial otherness may be read as the reinforcement of racial
 hierarchies. On primitivism, see Marianna Torgovnick, Gone Primitive: Savage Intellects, Modern Lives
 (Chicago, 1990).
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 young British boys ... a darling fifty-two! As pretty as girls too." Mark Twain

 created a mythical homosocial world in his novels, a world, noted the critic Van

 Wyck Brooks, that was a refuge from women and feminine values. While Wilde

 valorized the "young negroes," Twain celebrated a homoerotic quality in the

 miners of the West ("two hundred thousand young men ... peerless and

 magnificent manhood"). The young men who graced Twain's writings are subject

 to a larger reading: as Susan Gilman has argued, Twain equated creativity with the

 violation of sexual boundaries, an ideology not so different from Wilde's model.46

 Twain may represent a reflection of the popular influence of the marginalized

 Wilde, for Twain's aesthetic quest, like Wilde's, was a personal exploration of his

 creative subjectivity through an idiosyncratic (and perhaps deviant) style. Samuel

 Clemens was married and lived a conventional middle-class life, but he was drawn

 to the exotic, homoerotic themes associated with Wilde and to the allure of the

 loose, falling aesthetic robes. On a trip, Clemens admired a Ceylonese manservant

 as "alert, gentle, smiling ... [with] beautiful shining black hair combed back like

 a woman's . . . slender, shapely form [in a] flowing white cotton gown . . . quite

 unmasculine." These latent tendencies emerged in his writing, for Twain's

 pronounced interest in having his characters cross-dress resulted in what Gilman

 has labeled "the transvestite tales." The young girls Clemens "collected" in his

 later life were often dressed in white sailor suits to complement his attire. ("We

 are all collectors . .. I collect young girls," he confessed.)47 Clemens extended this

 "theatrical" inversion by ordering only white suits from his tailor, while remark-

 ing, "I should prefer to wear colors, beautiful rainbow hues, such as the women

 have ... I should like to dress in a loose and flowing costume made all of silks and

 velvets resplendent with stunning dyes."48

 46 Jonathan L. Freedman, Professions of Taste: Henry James, British Aestheticism, and Commodity Culture
 (Stanford, Calif., 1990); Mark Twain, Historical Romances: The Prince and the Pauper, A Connecticut
 Yankee in King Arthur's Court, Personal Recollections ofJoan of Arc, Susan K. Harris, ed. (New York, 1994),
 228, 314, 495, 527; Van Wyck Brooks quoted in Susan Gilman, Dark Twins: Imposture and Identity in
 Mark Twain's America (Chicago, 1989), 34, 194 n. 48. See also Peter Stoneley, Mark Twain and the
 Feminine Aesthetic (Cambridge, 1992), 4, 12, 16. Horatio Alger, accused in an 1866 report of the

 "revolting crime of unnatural familiarity with boys," was influenced by Twain's Roughing It (1872);
 Katz, Gay American History, 33. Gilman, Dark Twins, 37.

 47 John R. Cooley, "Mark Twain's Angel-Fish: Innocence at Home?" Mississippi Quarterly, 38 (1984):
 9; Gilman, Dark Twins, 107-35; Dorothy Quick, Enchantment: A Little Girl's Friendship with Mark Twain
 (Norman, Okla., 1961), 13.

 48 Gilman, Dark Twins, 99, 124. On Twain's interest in cross-dressing, see Vern L. Bullough, Sexual
 Variance in Society and History (New York, 1976), 623-24. Twain was friends with Charles Warren
 Stoddard, who published "A South Sea Idyl" in 1873, a veiled homosexual account; see Katz, Gay
 American History, 501, 508. Both wrote for the Golden Era journal in California, and Stoddard served
 as Twain's secretary in London in 1873. On Stoddard's life, see Starr, Americans, 242-44; on his
 homosexuality, see John Crowley, "Charles Warren Stoddard: Locating Desire," paper presented at
 the American Studies Association conference, Toronto, November 5, 1989; Garber, Vested Interests,

 288-90. On the "trapped soul" theory and transvestism as a mark of homosexuality, see Barbara
 Fassler, "Theories of Homosexuality as Sources of Bloomsbury's Androgyny," Signs, 5 (1979): 243.
 For a discussion of transvestism, transsexualism, and homosexuality, see Dave King, "Gender
 Confusions: Psychological and Psychiatric Conceptions of Transvestism and Transsexualism," in
 Kenneth Plummer, ed., The Making of the Modern Homosexual (Totowa, NJ., 1981), 155-84. A man as
 prominent as Henry Ward Beecher publicly kissed Theodore Tilton and himself was a cross-dresser.

 Allan Nevins and Milton Halsey Thomas, eds., The Diary of George Templeton Strong: Post-War Years,
 1865-1875 (New York, 1952), 552; Richard Wightman Fox, "Intimacy on Trial: Cultural Meanings of
 the Beecher-Tilton Affair," in Fox and T. J. Jackson Lears, eds., The Power of Culture: Critical Essays in
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 The question of transvestite fashion is, as Marjorie Garber has noted, the

 essence of theater, role playing, costume, and boundary experimentation, the

 qualities so evident in the aesthetic celebrity, Wilde. Other eccentric figures

 associated with Aestheticism, men such as Fred Holland Day, habitually dressed in

 flowing Turkish robes.49 The prevalence of the caftan among artists and writers

 during the 1870s and 1880s might be explained by the interest then current in

 Orientalism. But the added vogue for aesthetic fashion (William Wells Newell, for

 instance, founder of the American Folklore Society, wrote poetry, studied

 medieval literature, and dressed in Pre-Raphaelite clothes) suggests connections

 to a larger male agenda of reinterpreting the boundaries of masculinity.50

 David Kunzle has argued that transvestite tendencies were more open for both

 men and women by the 1880s. In 1882 at the time of Wilde's visit, the highly

 praised and best-paid minstrel star was the female impersonator Francis Leon,

 who boasted that he owned three hundred dresses and a great deal of jewelry.

 Transvestite fashion was found even in the military. In 1879, Puck caricatured army

 officers (the "Curled Darlings") as wearing women's corsets, women's pantaloons,

 and shifts. In vaudeville, female stars appeared as Oscar Wilde ("silk stockings,

 knee-breeches and a velvet coat"), an indication that the experiments within

 aesthetic iconography (theater, self-creation, and new personal presentations)

 were extending into an arena of popular entertainment.5'
 Mark Twain's wish to be arrayed in a flowing costume of silks and velvets,

 ''resplendent with stunning dyes," suggests his sense of himself as an aesthetic

 object, integral to aesthetic space. Journalists had, as we have seen, observed this

 display with aesthetic women, who, in tinted flowing costumes in a "darkened

 room," were seen as decorative objects "assisting the artist who colored and gilded

 the walls and hung the draperies."52 Acceptance of the male aesthete as a passive

 American History (Chicago, 1993), 115-17; William Leach, True Love and Perfect Union: The Feminist
 Reform of Sex and Society (New York, 1980), 378.

 49 Garber, Vested Interests, 290; Jussim, Slave to Beauty.
 50 On the use of Orientalism to define the self (including the sexual self), see Edward W. Said,

 Orientalism (New York, 1978). On Newell, see Roger D. Abrahams, "Rough Sincerities: William Wells
 Newell and the Discovery of Folklore in Late-19th Century America," in Jane S. Becker and Barbara
 Franco, eds., Folk Roots, New Roots: Folklore in American Life (Lexington, Mass., 1989), 69. Abrahams
 notes that Samuel Clemens was also a member of the American Folklore Society, p. 68. Magnus
 Hirschfeld, M.D. (1868-1935), a homosexual and transvestite, wrote the first scientific work on
 transvestites, linking cross-dressing to eroticism. Hirschfeld, The Transvestites: The Erotic Drive to
 Cross-Dress (orig. pub. in German, 1910; 1st Eng. edn., Buffalo, N.Y, 1991).

 51 David Kunzle, Fashion and Fetishism: A Social History of the Corset, Tight-lacing and Other Forms of
 Body-Sculpture in the West (Totowa, NJ., 1982), 148; see corsets, pantaloons, and shifts on a clothesline
 set in the Seventh Regiment Armory courtyard, "Our Seventh-Fair Financing of the Curled Darlings,"
 Puck (November 26, 1879): 614-15. On male cross-dressing in the theater, see Bullough, Sexual
 Variance, 624-25; "Dressmaking for Men: The Manufacture of Costumes for Female Impersonators,"
 National Police Gazette (September 28, 1882): 3. Quotation on female cross-dressing as Oscar Wilde
 appears in Edwin Milton Royle, "The Vaudeville Theater," Scribner's Magazine, 25 (October
 1899): 183.

 On a connection between theatrical cross-dressing and lesbianism, see Katz, Gay American History,
 654. Transvestite lady gunmen appeared in dime novels of the 1870s; see Henry Nash Smith, Virgin
 Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth (Cambridge, Mass., 1950), 112-13. On John Wilkes Booth,
 the actor, as a cross-dresser, see Asia Booth Clarke, The Unlocked Book: A Memoir ofJohn Wilkes Booth by
 His Sister Asia Booth Clarke (New York, 1938), 66-67; Garber, Vested Interests, 29, 276-77.

 52 Buffalo Commercial Advertiser (February 13, 1882): 1.
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 objet d'art of the aesthetic world may be inferred from the widespread participation

 of men in creating their own sense of self through aesthetic production. For, as

 aesthetic women looked to the public sphere to define themselves as artist/agents,

 in a related inversion, some Victorian American men used the traditionally

 female domestic sphere to test out a restyling of both aesthetic fashion and the

 masculine self.

 A connection between male identity and aesthetic domestic space was not new.

 In 1840, Edgar Allan Poe's essay "The Philosophy of Furniture" sanctioned the

 artistic (and male) interior accented by loose aesthetic drapery, describing a room

 with "crimson-tinted glass . . . curtained within the recess . . . [and] curtains of a

 rich crimson silk, fringed with a deep network of gold." Poe separated this exotic

 aestheticism from Victorian moral judgments, seeing his poems, and his rich room

 free of religious sentiment, as amoral. Poe wrote, "This poem ... is a poem and

 nothing more-this poem written solely for the poem's sake," an echo of aesthetic

 dress advocates who created costume solely for art's sake. In 1881, Poe remained

 a model for artistic inspiration. "Poe knew the witchery of hanging stuffs," one

 aesthetic taste maker wrote, connecting once more male aesthetic fashion and

 domestic interior space.53 Indeed, for the American aesthetic man, a private

 domestic enclosure should take precedence over the visible, public sphere as the

 true measure of masculinity. "Most men are more intimately affected by the

 character of their homes," opined E. C. Gardner in Home Interiors (1878), "than

 by the notions they absorb whether doctrinal, legal or medical." One architect saw

 an important connection between domestic ornamentation and the man as the

 rightful arbiter of taste. Such views sanctioned the practice of male control over

 interior design: often, young brides moved into a house entirely furnished by their

 husbands.54

 Men such as Frederick Edwin Church, the landscape painter, who helped

 design and construct his Moorish fantasy house "Olana" in the Catskills,

 exemplify the male interest in aesthetic interiors. Church's career had languished

 after the Civil War; by the 1870s, he chose to see his Olana as his artistic creation,

 as a painting. In 1872, Church began his intricate stylizing of the first-floor rooms,

 designing stencils for both exterior and interior surfaces and using color as a

 unifying theme. The salmon color that graced the Islamic arches, the court hall,

 and sitting room was a tint from his 1874 painting "El Khasne, Petra," and it was

 echoed in the coral edge of a flower petal on the wall and on the column capitals

 of the piazza. The sitting room, explains Franklin Kelly, "becomes a shadow box

 53 Edgar A. Poe, "The Philosophy of Furniture," Gentleman's Magazine, 6 (May 1840): 243-44; Mrs.
 Burton [Constance Cary] Harrison, Woman's Handiwork in Modern Homes (New York, 1881), 162.

 Marjorie Garber sees the recumbent male (such as Poe's aesthete) as "passive, receptive, 'feminine."'
 Garber, Vested Interests, 251. On the influence of Poe on American Aestheticism, see Jonathan
 Freedman, "An Aestheticism of Our Own: American Writers and the Aesthetic Movement," in Burke,
 In Pursuit of Beauty, 386, 393.

 54 E. C. Gardner, Home Interiors (Boston, 1878), 208; Charles Wyllys Elliott, Pottery and Porcelain
 (New York, 1878), 4; Brunner and Tryon, Interior Decoration, 5. On the Victorian American husband's
 role in domestic arrangements, see Joan M. Seidle, "Consumer's Choice," Minnesota History, 41
 (1968): 182-97.
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 for the painting." For Church, art, the male artist/decorator, and aesthetic

 interior space all merged under aesthetic dictates.55

 Stanford White, better known for formal classical style in architecture, had,
 during the 1870s and 1880s, betrayed a love of aesthetic interior style. With

 homoerotic proclivities (he addressed sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens as "Sweet-

 est" or "Doubly Beloved"), White was also a collector of erotica and the owner of

 secret hideaways conceived as exotic theater: one top-floor studio had sumptuous

 furnishings, including red velvet curtains, mirrored walls, Japanese parasols, and

 a red velvet swing. In fact, White was seen by many, not as the prominent exponent

 of Beaux Arts classicism but as a "poetic dreamer," a lover of embellished surfaces

 and Oriental motifs, and, Joseph Wells, architect at McKim, Mead and White,

 argued, "as a brilliant decorator, not an architect." White transformed domestic

 space into theater with himself the featured object: his catered parties were

 elaborate and contrived, with singers in costumes, with rented trees and potted

 plants. White chose the carpets, wallpaper, and curtains for his house on East

 Twenty-first Street in New York. Aesthetic fashion had become the projection of

 individual (and male) artistic creativity.56

 Male control over aesthetic fashion extended to the design and production of

 decorative objects by men themselves. Some men embroidered works for the

 aesthetic parlor, often creating their own patterns. One critic reported that "wall

 hangings in bold outline work in crewels on unbleached cotton stuff were

 designed by Mr. Ames Van Wait and worked for his own home." A folding screen

 was designed by a George Gibson, and one writer described an ingenious pair of

 sconces made by a "gentleman" from plate glass, clay pipes with stems, and a

 cut-glass saucer. Another "gentleman" made a dining room mantel from an old

 trousseau chest. Critics applauded "very artistic pieces of furniture" made by men,

 especially the "professional" who spent nearly twelve months furnishing his

 "principal room." Like Frederick Church, one man built his entire house around

 his prized objet d'art, a "Cairo rug." "All its features do homage to the rug for

 which it is built," noted one commentator.57

 If the aesthetic quest was compatible with ideas of masculinity (and with the

 idea of the male as an aesthetic object) in the 1870s and 1880s, the inclusion of

 feminine detail in the male smoking room and library was also common. One

 female critic revealed that "fabrics used as scarfs by native dancing girls are

 imported by Mr. Louis Tiffany for sash window-curtains in a Turkish smoking

 den." "Tiny silver sequins were sewed at intervals along the edge of the dark blue

 mull," she explained. "Festoons of pearl discs" akin to a necklace graced the

 mantel of another gentleman's library. Female icons appeared in masculine space:

 55 Franklin Kelly, et al., Frederic Edwin Church (Washington, D.C., 1989), 141; Kelly, Frederic Edwin

 Church and the National Landscape (Washington, D.C., 1988), 128; Gerald L. Carr, Olana Landscapes:
 The World of Frederic E. Church (New York, 1989).

 56 Paul R. Baker, Stanny: The Gilded Life of Stanford White (New York, 1989), 184, 281, 322, 288, 71,
 Joseph Wells quoted on 104; 238-39, 303, 267; Charles C. Baldwin, Stanford White (1931; rpt. edn.,
 New York, 1976); David Garrard Lowe, Stanford White's New York (New York, 1992); Richard Guy
 Wilson, "The Bibliophilist, Stanford White Revisited," Nineteenth Century, 12 (1993): 36-40.

 57 Harrison, Woman's Handiwork, 73, 151; Holly, Modern Dwellings, 214, 218, 211; Brunner and
 Tryon, Interior Decoration, 38. On male artists and needlework, see "Art Needlework," Littell's Living

 Age, 13 (January-February-March 1876): 251-53.
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 Japanese fans, the accessory of the Victorian lady, were seen as "suitable" friezes

 in the smoking room, while one architect suggested a library "arranged like a

 lady's boudoir. "58

 This unembarrassed connection between feminine detail and male aesthetics,

 and, with it, the suggestion of artistic homoerotic values, came together in an

 autobiographical tract on house decoration. Oliver B. Bunce published My House,

 An Ideal in 1884, an effusive catalog of his "mind's eye" domain. Also the author

 of "Bachelor Bluff," Bunce detailed his house in the chapter "Within" as "art not

 trickery," suggesting a relationship between the transparent male ego and artistic

 acumen. (There was no female voice in Bunce's essay.) Although he stressed an

 idiosyncratic "simplicity" uncommon in Victorian decor, Bunce also confessed,

 "In my house, we are fond of poetic reveries" and candlelight, "the test of one's

 right to sit among the aesthetes-those ladies who dress in medieval gowns, and

 those men who pine for the preciousness of pure art." Bunce boasted that his

 house was "abundantly fitted with hangings ... to shut out the disagreeable

 conditions of the world." He was cognizant of the symbolic connection between

 hanging drapery and male aesthetic fashion, aware of himself as an objet d'art

 bounded within, a counter to the "disagreeable" world outside.59

 THESE EXCURSIONS INTO THE CHALLENGING OF BOUNDARIES during the 1870s and

 1880s did not survive a widespread reaction against aesthetic taste in the 1890s

 that accompanied the revivified militarism of the decade's imperial plunge.60

 Brander Matthews, professor of literature and drama at Columbia University from

 1892 to 1924, spearheaded an academic campaign (in concert with rising

 politician Theodore Roosevelt) that emphasized a new and "manly" ideology:

 Oscar Wilde was one target, as were socialists, Wall Street, and labor union halls.

 58 Harrison, WVoman's Handiwork, 189, 183; Holly, Modern Dwellings, 108; Dianne H. Pilgrim,
 "Decorative Art: The Domestic Environment," in the Brooklyn Museum, The American Renaissance,
 1876-1917 (Brooklyn, N.Y., 1979), 125.

 59 Oliver B. Bunce, My House, An Ideal (New York, 1884), 45, 93, 69. In support of the male
 decorator, see "Morality of Home Decoration," Crockery and Glass Journal, 26 (October 20, 1881):

 22-"The man wishes to adorn what is his own ... He ornaments his door and windows. He paints
 his walls and ceilings. He studies the form of his furniture and of his domestic utensils. And in this
 way is quickened within him the germ, also, of the fine arts."

 60 On the vogue of Otto Weininger (author of Sex and Character, Eng. trans. London, 1906) and on
 an androgyny that elevated masculinity, see Robert M. Crunden, American Salons: Encounters with
 European Modernism, 1885-1917 (New York, 1993), 181-82. Bram Dykstra, Idols of Perversity: Fantasies
 of Feminine Evil in Fin-de-Siecle Culture (New York, 1986), 205, argues that the turn of the century's
 focus on hero worship shifted any strong homosexual impulse toward an "arrogant" siding with
 dominant heterosexuality. On the return to military themes, see Carl S. Smith, Chicago and the
 American Literary Imagination, 1880-1920 (Chicago, 1984), 152-70; John Higham, "The Re-Orienta-
 tion of American Culture in the 1890's," in Higham, Writing American History: Essays on Modern
 Scholarship (Bloomington, Ind., 1970), 73-102.

 61 Lawrence J. Oliver, "Theodore Roosevelt, Brander Matthews, and the Campaign for Literary
 Americanism," American Quarterly, 41 (March 1989): 93-111. Matthews introduced "manly" articles in
 the youth magazine St. Nicholas. See Theodore R. Davis, "How a Great Battle Panorama Is Made," St.
 Nicholas, 14 (November 1886-April 1887): 99-112; General Adam Badeau, "General Grant at
 Vicksburg," St. 'Nicholas, 14 (May 1887-October 1887): 939-46. The dime-novel hero of 1896, Nick
 Carter, was referred to as "a young, muscular, white Anglo-Saxon man"; see Denning, Mechanic
 Accents, 204-05. On late nineteenth-century magazine heroes described in physical terms, see E.
 Anthony Rotundo, American Manhood: Transformations in Masculinity from the Revolution to the Modern
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 In popular culture, a wariness of the aesthetic celebrity prompted the drive toward

 both consolidation of individual artists and virility in spectacles such as Theodore

 Thomas's music festival in 1893 (with 5,500 voices and full orchestra) and in the

 style of John Philip Sousa, who saw art as a "force for disciplined order" and his

 music as "virile music . . . strong and healthy," a counter to the bohemian "long

 haired men and short haired women [whom] you never see in my audience."62

 The reassertion of the sense of the individual man as a fixed social unit, not a

 self-created person, affected larger intellectual circles. By the late 1880s, the new

 pragmatists and anthropologists endorsed the social self over idiosyncratic and

 self-indulgent display. Intolerant of Wilde's expression of the self as an individual

 objet d'art, George H. Mead, friend of John Dewey and a major figure of the

 "Chicago School," insisted that the individual as "object to himself" return to

 "the same experimental field as that of the other individual selves." Likewise, in

 1899, Franz Boas saw that "developed in each individual is the whole people."63

 Masculinity now depended on social cohesion, as a growing professional class,

 nearly all male, formed a myriad of business associations. An anthropology of

 "boyhood" at the turn of the century stressed, too, that strong male bodies could

 be replicated by a rigorous, consistent regime, thus tightening the boundaries

 around a narrow definition of manhood.64

 For women by the 1890s, aesthetic fashion was no longer perceived as an

 unconventional and idiosyncratic art form. Uncorseted garments became main-

 stream fashion or were reformulated by dress reform groups, which often allied

 with conservative movements such as the American Woman Suffrage Association

 and the Woman's Christian Temperance Union. Turn-of-the-century dress re-

 formers had a product to market and used techniques identified with an emerging

 modern order-political lobbying, bureaucratic networking, and scientific pro-

 fessionalism. The dress reform ideology, unlike aesthetic fashion, lent itself to the

 consumer culture of women's ready-to-wear, trade catalogs, and the fashion press,

 Era (New York, 1993), 223. On the "aestheticizing" of both the hero of late nineteenth-century
 historical novels and of the empire itself, see Amy Kaplan, "Romancing the Empire: The Embodi-
 ment of American Masculinity in the Popular Historical Novel of the 1890's," American Literary History,

 2 (Winter 1990): 659-90. On a return to control of sexuality after the Aesthetic decades, see John
 D'Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman, Intimate Matters: A History of Sexuality in America (New York, 1988),
 171-222.

 62 Neil Harris, "John Philip Sousa and the Culture of Reassurance," in his Cultural Excursions:
 Marketing Appetites and Cultural Tastes in Modern America (Chicago, 1990), 198-232; quote on 219. On
 a social critique of "undisciplined individuality," see Mrs. Amelia E. Barr, "Not in Society," North
 American Review, 155 (1892): 302-07.

 63 Israel Scheffler, Four Pragmatists: A Critical Introduction to Peirce, James, Mead, and Dewey (New York,
 1974), 163; Franz Boas, The Shaping of American Anthropology, 1883-1911, George W. Stocking, Jr., ed.
 (New York, 1974), 8, 68. On the continuing dialogue of aesthetic "elitism" versus communitarian
 "citizenship," see Casey Nelson Blake, Beloved Community: The Cultural Criticism of Randolph Bourne,
 Van Wyck Brooks, Waldo Frank, and Lewis Mumford (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1990). On the social sciences as
 a "masculine" enterprise (in opposition to "sentiment, idealism and the imaginative," the feminine
 realm) that, in turn, marginalized aestheticism, see Dorothy Ross, The Origins of American Social Science
 (Cambridge, 1991), 59.

 64 Paula Baker, The Moral Frameworks of Public Life: Gender, Politics, and the State in Rural New York,
 1878-1930 (New York, 1991); Susan Curtis, A ConsumingFaith: The Social Gospel and Modern American
 Culture (Baltimore, Md., 1991); Robert H. Wiebe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920 (New York, 1967);
 Mark Seltzer, "Love-Master," paper presented at the American Studies Association conference,
 November 5, 1989, Toronto.
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 and to social reformers eager to socialize the working class to a respectable

 bourgeois model. The individual was measured by her "physical, intellectual or

 moral" qualities, and questions of group advocacy, women's labor, and suffrage

 intersected with debate on costume.65 By the 1890s, influenced by the French

 system of bodily movement invented by Francois Delsarte, modern dance advo-
 cates such as Ruth St. Denis adopted for the stage and even commercialized the

 flowing costume of the 1870s and 1880s.66

 Likewise, an aesthetic lifestyle became marginal and suspect by the turn of the

 century. In London, Oscar Wilde was convicted of sodomy in 1895 and impris-

 oned, while aesthetes in America became isolated as cult groups in universities

 and cities. The experimentation with boundaries and gender through aesthetic

 fashion that existed in the 1870s and 1880s for both men and women was over. For

 women, the move into the "male" sphere of sports, higher education, and the

 professions, conventionally seen as emancipatory, can, from the perspective of the

 Aesthetic Movement, be viewed as a loss of cultural agency. The homosexual, once

 viewed as a cultural icon for some aesthetic men, became, under newer medical

 dictates, stigmatized as abnormal. The Aesthetic Movement, which had set a

 distinct profile on the 1870s and 1880s in America, ceased after two decades,

 silencing the aesthetic woman's assault on the Cult of True Womanhood. Gone,

 too, was the aesthetic ideology that had elevated "beauty" in everyday life,

 celebrated individual artistic production for both men and women, and extolled

 women as artist/subjects and men as artistic objects. Silenced as well was a possible

 alternative to the canons of aesthetic modernism.

 65 Abba Goold Woolson, Dress-Reform: On Dress as It Affects the Health of Women (Boston, 1874), 91;
 Frances M. Steele, "Artistic Dress," The Arena, 6 (October 1892): 506; Elizabeth Smith Miller,
 "Symposium on Women's Dress," The Arena, 6 (October 1892): 491, 493; Patricia Cunningham,
 "Annie Jeness Miller and Mabel Jeness: Promoters of Physical Culture and Correct Dress," Dress: The
 AnnualJournal of the Costume Society of America, 16 (1990): 48-62; Frances Stuart Parker, Dress, and How
 to Improve It (Chicago, 1897); "Their Novel Dress," Daily Inter Ocean (Chicago), (December 17, 1892):
 1; "Again the Dress Question," New York Times (June 4, 1893): 12. On dress reform at the 1893
 Exposition, see Jeanne Madeline Weimann, The Fair Women (Chicago, 1981), 531-36.

 66 In England, the "bohemian" critique of Aestheticism had appeared by 1884. See Vernon Lee,
 Miss Brown (1884; rpt. edn., New York, 1978). See also Annie Jenness Miller, Physical Beauty: How to
 Obtain It and How to Preserve It (New York, 1892), where some dress reform advocates warn of "a rather
 wide-spread Bohemian tendency at the present time," 227. Elizabeth Kendall, Where She Danced (New
 York, 1979), notes that, by 1906, both Ruth St. Denis and Isadora Duncan "had moved ... far beyond
 their Delsarte origins," p. 68. On aesthetic dress as stage costume, see Steele, Paris Fashion, 215-16.
 By 1885, the uncorseted dress was evidently acceptable to the professional woman; see "Why Small
 Waists Are Not Desirable," San Francisco Chronicle (July 5, 1885): 6.
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